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ABSTRACT

Centering around visual impairments, this baseline study seeks to aim as a tool that will
further develop into a rehabilitation method for this population. Our abstract device serves as a
future potential navigation device for those with visual impairments. In which generating sound
files to represent visual cues that are easily identifiable and disguisable. In my research, I
hypothesized that participants who are blindfolded will rely on their other senses, in particular,
their auditory sense and are able to overall accurately discriminate between sounds of shapes
while interconnecting them with the correct shape visuals in comparison to those who are not
blindfolded. A survey was conducted to thirty-nine participants between the ages of eighteen to
twenty-five. The survey was based on sound files that were generated from a LIDAR device and
participants were asked to identify the sounds with the respective shape. An independent samples
t-test showed insignificant results in accuracy between conditions. Replication and further
development of this research should be considered to continue developing this abstractive
rehabilitation tool.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Perception is defined as:
“The acquisition and processing of sensory information in order to see, hear, taste, smell
or feel objects in the world; [which] also guides an organism’s actions with respect to those
objects. Perception may involve conscious awareness of objects and events; this awareness is
termed a percept” (Blake & Sekuler, 2006, p. 578).
In other words, perception shapes the way we view and comprehend the world around us.
In order for perception to be initiated, there must be a presence of a stimulus or stimuli. The
stimulus/stimuli are the actions that cause the reaction. By definition stimuli are, “The pattern of
physical energy set up by an object or event in the environment” (Blake & Sekuler, 2006, p.
580). In order to understand what our senses are detecting we need to recognize the stimulus. But
what happens to our perceptions of a particular stimulus with the presence of some sort of
sensory impairment(s)?
According to the 2015 consensus from the American Foundation for the Blind, 23.7
million American adults reported vision loss in 2015. Blindness is considered the loss of sight,
which can be either temporary or permanent. Cerebral Visual Impairment is the most common
cause of visual impairment in the developed nations. Cerebral Visual Impairment (CVI) is a
disorder that stems from neurological damage to the visual pathways that interfere with the
communication between the brain and vision centers; thus creating a deficiency in detecting
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stimuli (Lueck & Dutton, 2005). Deficiencies in an individual’s visual perception often times
results in necessary additional assistance and resources to rehabilitate the issue, such as visual
perception rehabilitation. Such rehabilitation includes devices that are designed to help the
visually impaired. One example of a device used on veterans with visual impairments are lowtechnological devices that assist veterans in their everyday visual functionalities (Williams,
2007).
In Israel, researchers have also created a similar device to assist those with visual
impairments. EyeMusic is a music device that creates sounds based on visual objects to assist in
object identification (Reddy, 2017). This is a newly innovated device with a lot more
development necessary for it to be widely distributed because of its difficulties in fitting the
majority of the accommodations for those who were born blind; the device was composed for
those who had lost their vision at some point in their life.
(“Blind People ‘See’ Sound”, 2005) designed a study that would show that those with
visual impairments have a much better sense of auditory perceptions. Sighted subjects were
blindfolded and asked to identify the location of a sound that was played and their accuracy was
compared to those who were visually impaired. Results shows that those with visual impairments
were much better in pinpointing the location of the sounds. Additionally PET scans showed that
areas of the brain connected to vision showed activity on the PET scan in blind participants while
locating the sound cues. Blind participants were able to use the visual regions of their brain while
processing and identifying the sounds they heard (“Blind People ‘See’ Sound”, 2005).
It is also said that people can create visual artwork based on sounds or seeing sounds.
Music legend Ray Charles was able to create famous musical compositions and hit records,
while also promoting his piano talent with a visual impairment. Artists have found a way to
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create visual imagery from sounds. For example, some paint what they hear and create a visual
convention (Sauro, 2013).
Interconnectivity, which is the connection of senses or when the senses are working
simultaneously, can also play a role into a rare developmental disorder called synesthesia. By
Oxford Dictionary definition, synaesthesia is “The production of a sense impression relating to
one sense or part stimulation of another sense of the body.” (Synaesthesia, n.d.). Research done
with people with synaesthesia, especially those who experience sound and shape
interconnectivity, is significant to the current study because we would like to understand how we
get participants to rely on their auditory senses in the absence of visual perception—generally,
we would like to know how can researchers represent a visual/physical object through sound.
Previous research indicates that in the absence of individuals’ visual sense, we are able to
increase one’s hearing abilities (Kim, 2014). Temporary blindness coerces individuals to rely on
their other senses, in particular the one they are most proficient in after their vision. This
phenomenon is possible because of the brain’s plasticity and its ability to learn new techniques to
improve hearing in the absence of vision (Kolarik & Scarfe, 2007).
The purpose of the present study is to further our comprehension between the
interconnectivity between auditory and visual sensation and perception. We hypothesized that in
the absence of vision (i.e., blindness) participants will rely on their other senses, in particular,
their auditory sense and are able to accurately discriminate between sounds of shapes while
interconnecting them with the correct shape visuals in comparison to those who are not
blindfolded. Synethesia is a disorder that allows the brain to associate certain stimuli with
varying perceptions of sensation thus generating interconnected sensations of senses. We sought
to create a device that represents different physical characteristics such as variance in shape, size,
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proximity, and location of objects by producing auditory stimuli that effectively distinguishes
these objects as recognizable to what they look like physically. This baseline information will
serve as a pilot test in order to understand the ability that people with normal vision have with
recognizing shapes based on the sound of the shape and if they can connect the shape audio with
the visual shape.
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Chapter 2
Methodology

Participants
Participants consisted of 39 participants in total—14 identified as female and 25
identified as male. 19 of our participants were randomly assigned to a control group (able to use
their vision to answer questions) and the other 20 were randomly assigned to a manipulation
group (absence of vision to answer questions). All participants were located in the northeastern
region of the United States. 15% of participants indicated they were international students.
Participants’ ages ranged from 18-25 years old. Approximately 8% of students reported that they
suspect that they may have hearing issues. All participants were recruited through a research
pool called SONA at Penn State Abington. Participants were granted class credit as an incentive
for participating in the research.

Measures
As a baseline, we must understand and figure out how to represent the physical
characteristics of objects in the way of sounds. What does a circle sound like? How would we
represent an object that is shaped like a square, large, and to the left of a person? Undergraduate
engineering majors from PSU Abington created a LIDAR device based in frequency and sound
waves that psychology researchers could use to test out the sounds. The LIDAR machine ran on
an abstract program that was created by the engineers. Based on the sound files the engineers
established, psychology researchers generated a survey that would test out participants’ ability to
accurately recognize the established sounds after being trained on them. Demographic questions
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were also incorporated into our questionnaire because perception may vary dependent on
characteristics such as being an international or domestic student. The survey also asked
participants about any possible hearing impairments which in turn could affect their responses
and the data. Researchers also created a shape booklet that would serve as a visual cue for
participants in condition 1 to look at while they were listening to the shapes. The booklet served
as a way to see if participants would rely on their vision—the visualization of the shape indicated
in the booklet—or to their auditory capabilities. For example, researchers would show the
participants a image of a large circle but would play the small line sound file and then ask them
questions based on what they think they’re hearing.
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Chapter 3
Protocol

Procedure
A brief survey was administered to participants to collect their responses based on
demographics. After this survey was completed and handed in to the researcher, the researcher
would record the responses of the participants on the paper survey after verbally relaying the
survey question. Researchers would type in specific codes in the LIDAR device that would play
back the indicated shape. Once the shape was played, we had participants put on headphones to
listen to the sounds. While listening to the sounds, we handed participants a booklet that had
images of the physical shapes they were being trained to listen to, as well as an external
keyboard that would serve to have participants adjust the sound of the shape. Participants were
instructed to listen to the sounds during a 10 second period while viewing the image in the
booklet. After that 10-second period, we asked participants to use the external keyboard to adjust
the pitch and delay of the sound to what they subjectively thought the shape should sound like.
After the adjusting period, researchers would either blindfold participants (manipulation group)
or had them continue without the blindfold (control group). Those who were in the control group
continued to look at the images through the booklet as a way to rely on their vision while
listening to the sounds. We did this because people tend to rely heavily on their vision and will
sometimes neglect other senses because their vision is much more dominant than the other
senses. We used this theory to our advantage and used deception techniques for condition 1
participants—such as having condition 1 participants viewing a picture of a large square image
in the booklet while having the researcher also tell them that the image is corresponding to the
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sound file; however, the sound file being administered is a completely different shape and or
size. Researchers wanted to see if participants would solely rely on their visual cues when seeing
a specific shape image on the booklet and hearing a dissonant shape sound through the
headphones. Those who were in the manipulation group where unable to utilize their sense of
vision to answer the true or false questions. In the absence of vision participants were asked to
solely rely on their auditory sense (Kolarik & Scarfe, 2007). The survey consisted of a learning
period (shape objectivity), adjustment of sound (shape subjectivity), a true or false portion, and a
multiple choice portion.
Lastly, researchers played an audio file and asked participants to identify the shape solely
based on the physical property of the shape while ignoring the shape’s size. As previously
mentioned, these means of ‘testing’ were used to measure the ability of participants to
discriminate and identify the audio sounds of the shapes matching them up with their visual cue.
Some of the questions in the survey served as deception questions to see if the shapes were
recognizable. We also utilized deception in our study to test if participants would rely on their
auditory sense when vision was temporarily impaired.
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Chapter 4
Analysis
Results

It was hypothesized that participants who are blindfolded will rely on their other senses,
in particular, their auditory sense and are able to accurately discriminate between sounds of
shapes while interconnecting them with the correct shape visuals in comparison to those who are
not blindfolded. To test this hypothesis, an independent samples t-test was conducted. Results
showed no significant difference on accuracy between the control group (M=6.95, SD=1.78) and
the manipulation group (M=7.15, SD=2.43), t(39)=.769, p < .05.
Additionally, results showed that both groups, manipulation and controlled, answered all
questions at a rate little to no better than chance. An one samples t-test was administered to
determine the mean. Figure 1 displays participant’s responses scored on accuracy for the true or
false portion of the survey. For the true or false portion, each participant had a 50% chance to get
the correct answer, therefore M 0.50 represents accuracy based on chance. While, Figure 2
displays responses of participants based on accuracy for the multiple choice question portion of
the survey. For the multiple choice portion, each participant had a 25% chance to answer
correctly (4 choices total), therefore, M 0.25 represents accuracy based on chance.
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Mean Score of Figures

Figure 1: M 0.50 represents accuracy based on

chance. M=Mean score

Figure 2: M 0.25 represents accuracy based on

chance. M=Mean score
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Chapter 5
Conclusory Remarks

Discussion
This study will serve as an idea of what sounds fit best for which physical property of the
shapes. Researchers found there was no significance in results after hypothesizing that
participants who are blindfolded will rely on their auditory sense. Researchers hypothesized that
those blindfolded will accurately discriminate between sounds of shapes while interconnecting
them with the correct shape visuals better than those who are not blindfolded. There was no level
of significance in results between the accuracy of those who were blindfolded in comparison to
those who were sighted throughout the whole procedure and groups of items (aggregates). Both
groups were not able to accurately discriminate the sounds of the shapes and match them with
the visual cue. Overwhelmingly, results suggest that participants had almost never correctly
identified shapes at a rate better than chance—for both multiple choice and true or false portions
of the study. Results show that participants were able to associate the visualization of a line with
the appropriate sound file for the true or false section. Moreover, only by a rate a bit better than
chance
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Limitations

Although, this research does refute the phenomenon that temporary blindness increases
hearing abilities (Kolarik & Scarfe, 2007) and does not replicate the significant results of Kim’s
2014 study; there are certain conditions that may explain the results. Initially stating, visual
information with auditory signal is difficult to represent due to subjectivity. With a abstractive
viewpoint, generating the ‘standard’ sound of the shapes creates researcher’s bias. The LIDAR
sound machine that was created to generate the sounds became the standard sounds that
participants would learn and then be tested on during the study. This control was based on the set
input of the pitch and delay, for each shape. In spite of originally asking participants to adjust the
sound of the shape to represent its’ visual cue; we expected participants to answer questions and
discriminate shapes solely based on the established standard negating their adjustments. We did
this because we wanted to control the sounds of the shapes. This control may be a possible
explanation for the insignificant results. Having the shapes all have the standard pitch and delay
established a control that may have been indistinguishable for participants because they did not
objectively represent the visual and auditory characteristics of each unique shape and or size.
Results showed that overall participants were able to identify the line shape (negating size of
shape) at a rate a little better than chance. All other shapes were undisguisable. Lines were the
only statistical difference from chance.
Thus, the conditions (control and manipulation groups) did not variate how participants
accurately identify sounds with the visualization of the shape. Conditions dis not impact
accuracy. Blindfolded and sighted participants responses were equally at a rate no better than
chance. Another possible explanation for this is that all participants do not have or have had a
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visual impairment. All participants have all at some point engaged with shape visuals and their
physicality, so they have that visual bias. Those with visual impairments, who have never viewed
the physicality of shapes, may be able to distinguish between the sounds effectively. In
comparison to the study done by Lepore, all participants were diagnosed with some sort of
blindness. Thus, the results for Lepore’s study verified how auditory abilities are heightened in
the absence of vision (“Blind People ‘See’ Sound”, 2005).
Lastly, an additional condition that may have influenced the insignificant results were
lack of learning styles. In essence, this study does ask researchers to teach participants the
sounds of the shapes before they are able to match them with the appropriate visual cue.
Participants have to learn what the shape sounds like and then apply the sound to the physical
characteristics of the shape. The three prominent styles of learning are visual, auditory, and
tactile. In this study however, there were only two types of learning styles present, which were
auditory and visual. There was no part of the study where participants were able to physically
interact with the associated shape. Those who identify as tactile learners were possibly unable to
learn the shapes effectively because of the absence of their learning style preference. Not to
mention, we put participants in random assigned groups, regardless of their learning style. Those
who were in condition 1 were able to use the images in the shape booklet as a guide throughout
the study. They were able to look at the booklet and associate the physical shape with its’ audio
file. Those in condition 2 could only rely on auditory learning. Needless to say, if participants
were assigned to a condition that differentiates from their normal learning style, they may have
not learned how to identify the shapes appropriately or effectively.
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Implications

In the future, researchers should do a bit more research on generating sounds that are
appropriate for each shape. Thus, seeking possible assistance from music professionals, artists,
therapists, etc. may emphasize how music/sounds influence what we see and how we can portray
visual cues based on auditory stimuli. Using this guide may assist researchers in generating a
more effective pilot test. Therefore, this pilot test should be used on both participants who have
or had visual impairments and those who have never experienced any visual impairments. A
consensus on generating sound files that objectively represent the physicality of shapes and
sounds that make the shapes distinguishable is what we aim to do in future reference. This study
served as a baseline study. Based on the results from this study, it shows that researchers have to
take a step back and learn from their own biases and subjectivity in order to develop this project
objectively and in hopes of generating future rehabilitation tool.
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